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MARKETS
NOTE: The Daily will take a short summer recess next week, from
July 29th to August 7th Monday, returning August 10th.
Three things…

The European Central Bank extended its prohibition (rather
recommendation) to Euro-Zone banks on dividends and share buy-backs
until at least the end of the year as a capital preservation method. The
ECB went much further than that, however, going so far as to relax capital
and liquidity buffers for longer still, to enable them to better withstand the
economic impact of the coronavirus. These last measures will be in place
until the end of 2021.

Earlier this year, the Bank of England instituted a similar
programme, suspending share buyback, dividends, and bonuses
until the end of the year. BoE acknowledged that such payments
and payouts were a key part of a properly functioning banking
system, but that liquidity and capital preservation were more
important to a sustainable system.
Just this morning, the Fed announced plans to extend their own
emergency lending program until the end of the year, pushing the
end date for the program out another 90 days. The strength of this
program comes more from the promise of assistance than any
actual delivery of same, as the program has seen only limited
demand or interest. The Fed seems to measure this program’s
success by its very lack of success, saying that is evidence that
markets are finding adequate and normal liquidity, without needing
to resort to these special programs.

In a string of what has been perhaps the least qualified people to ever be
nominated to the Federal Reserve, we have hit a new nadir in the
consideration of Judy Shelton, a nominee who questions the very
existence or need for a Central Bank, while failing to explain what would
replace the buyer of last and only resort to all the Treasury debt needed
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to fund tax cuts, and Covid-19 rescue packages. In addition to being
totally anti-Fed, Dr. Shelton also advocates making gold great again,
returning the US to the gold standard, thereby completely abdicating the
nation’s control of its monetary policy to a globally traded pseudo-
commodity/currency. If enacted, her “ideas” would confer control of
interest rates, monetary policy and economic safeguards into the hands
of speculators, or others with more nefarious plans against the US
economy. For an anti-globalist, this seems counter-intuitive at best,
disastrous if taken to the extreme. So far, two Republicans have
announced their opposition to her nomination. It will take a couple more
to block her appointment to the Fed.
In US economic news, Case Shiller said that US Home Prices rose 3.7%
for the year ended in May (mkt +3.9%). A whopping 9.0% surge in
Phoenix led the 20-city survey area.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar is trading a bit better after several days of losses with the DXY
dollar index up 0.19 to 93.87.  The Index has hit a major upward sloping
trend line dating back to 2011. Therefore it’s natural for the dollar to
consolidate and maybe retrace some of the losses, but further and deeper
losses in the dollar are likely.  Against the EM index, the dollar is still up
9% YTD, but it was up as much as 15% earlier this year.  Republicans and
White House have agreed to a new economic package, which doesn’t
contain any major surprises.  It seems naïve to think that there could be an
agreement by the end of the month with Democrats when important aid
payments from the previous package start to expire.  As a result, the Fed’s
meeting today is getting much more attention.  Before the black out period,
several Fed members have sounded increasingly cautious, mainly due to
the rising infection numbers in the US, threatening economic activity.  Even
if the Fed holds off on a more expansionary monetary policy, the Fed has
underscored that it is prepared for further easing.  For now the Fed is
expected to extend its emergency lending programs, which were set to
retire at the end of Sept, on through the rest of the year.  The safe haven
Yen and Swiss franc are both up 0.23 and 0.36% respectively against the
dollar.  Emerging markets are trading weaker this morning with the
Brazilian real down 0.8% to 5.1900, Mexican peso down 0.4% to 22.0100
and S. African rand down 0.7% to 16.5300.  Asian EM are also trading
weaker, but to a lesser extent as the offshore Chinese yuan trades little
changed at .0030.  The Russian ruble is the worst performing currency this
morning; down 1.47% to 72.5700.  The Norwegian Krone is also off as oil
prices show signs of stalling. 

The Turkish lira which had been held in a very narrow range of around
6.84 – 6.85, weakened suddenly today to trade at 6.9325; down more
than a percent.  The sudden bout of volatility suggests that the currency
remains under strong depreciation pressures.  The central bank kept the
currency at 6.85 since June through intervention and the control of capital
movements.  The Turkish central bank reported that business confidence
had rebounded to nearly normal levels this month indicating a V shaped
recovery, much better than the rebound seen in consumer confidence. 
Analysts have expressed doubt that the improvement in business
confidence is due to concrete improvements in business orders and
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investment and more on an assumption of normalization.  The survey did
show an increase in unit cost pressures across a wide array of industries
and matching plans by businesses to raise prices.  This will add to
inflationary pressures where Turkey’s real interest rates are already
deeply negative.  In an attempt to contain the volatility in the Lira, the
central bank has restricted foreign investors’ ability to trade the currency,
which has resulted in foreigners pulling some 12 bln USD out of local
bond and equity markets.  The Lira has now become a managed
currency, markets will test and see how long that can be maintained as
the country draws down on its reserves.  Turkey’s reserves have fallen
40% since the beginning of the year and now stand at 86 bln USD at the
end of June.
The pound is trading little changed at 1.2880.  There was a report from
the London School of Economics which warned that Brexit will give a
different shock to the economy than the pandemic.  In brief, the report
says that the firms and industries that have not suffered as much from the
pandemic will be more impacted by Brexit, another obstacle to an
economic recovery.  The report also points out that fiscal stimulus will
expire in the fall. 
Goldman Sachs raised its 12 month gold price forecast to $2,300 oz. on
expectations of more downside in US real interest rates and a favorable
environment for the safe haven metal.  The bank states that the surge in
gold prices is driven by a potential shift in the Fed towards a more
inflationary bias to account for political tensions and expectations that
infections will rise.  Goldman maintains that gold is the currency of last
resort, particularly in an environment where gov’ts are debasing their fiat
currencies and pushing real interest rates to all time lows.  The bank
see’s inflationary concerns continuing to rise well into the economic
recovery, sustaining inflows into the gold ETF along with structural
weakening in the dollar.  It sees gold being used as a dollar hedge by
fund managers and that concerns about the longevity of the US dollar as
a reserve currency have begun to emerge.
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The material presented in this email is for informational purposes only and should not be used or construed as a
recommendation to buy or sell any financial instrument or currency or to participate in any particular trading strategy in
any jurisdiction. While the information contained herein has been derived from sources believed to be accurate and
reliable, we make no representation as to its accuracy or adequacy. The views and outlook presented are current as of
the date of this communication and represent the views of the author and not those of Enterprise Foreign Exchange, a
department of Zions Bancorporation, N.A. Such views are subject to change at any time based on market or other
conditions. Enterprise Foreign Exchange, a department of Zions Bancorporation, N.A. has no obligation to update, modify
or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion,
projection, forecast of estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently become inaccurate.
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